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It is long known that contextual information affects memory for an object’s identity (e.g., its basic level
category), yet it is unclear whether schematic knowledge additionally enhances memory for the precise
visual appearance of an item. Here we investigated memory for visual detail of merely glimpsed objects.
Participants viewed pairs of contextually related and unrelated stimuli, presented for an extremely brief
duration (24 ms, masked). They then performed a forced-choice memory-recognition test for the precise
perceptual appearance of 1 of 2 objects within each pair (i.e., the “memory-target” item). In 3
experiments, we show that memory-target stimuli originally appearing within contextually related pairs
are remembered better than targets appearing within unrelated pairs. These effects are obtained whether
the target is presented at test with its counterpart pair object (i.e., when reiterating the original context
at encoding) or whether the target is presented alone, implying that the contextual consistency effects are
mediated predominantly by processes occurring during stimulus encoding, rather than during stimulus
retrieval. Furthermore, visual detail encoding is improved whether object relations involve implied action
or not, suggesting that, contrary to some prior suggestions, action is not a necessary component for
object-to-object associative “grouping” processes. Our findings suggest that during a brief glimpse, but
not under long viewing conditions, contextual associations may play a critical role in reducing stimulus
competition for attention selection and in facilitating rapid encoding of sensory details. Theoretical
implications with respect to classic frame theories are discussed.
Keywords: visual memory, visual context, vision at a glance, attentional competition, schema theory

such as the “gist” of the scene or the semantic coherence of a
visual display, to memory-recognition of the perceptual appearance of objects. Given a set of chairs and screwdrivers, would
people better recognize which specific chair, than which specific
screwdriver, has appeared in the office? More generally, can
semantic or contextual knowledge facilitate long-term memory of
the fine visual details of objects merely glimpsed? Accumulating
evidence has revealed that memory for visual detail within complex scenes is highly accurate following very long encoding durations which allow serial scanning of the display and the allocation of focal attention to objects within the scene (e.g.,
Hollingworth & Henderson, 2002). Multiple objects, however,
likely compete for limited attentional capacity and for memoryencoding representation under conditions in which scenes are
merely glanced. Here we show that in such degraded viewing
situations, where information must be registered in parallel, contextual regularities may play a critical role in enhancing perception
and memory for object visual detail.
Ample research investigating the perception of complex scenes
suggests that when presenting images for very short exposure
durations (e.g., ranging 20 ms–100 ms) participants mainly grasp
the main theme, or the gist of a scene (Biederman, 1972; Fei-Fei,
Lyer, Koch, & Perona, 2007; Greene & Oliva, 2009; Hochstein &
Ahissar, 2002; Potter, 1976; Rousselet, Joubert & Fabre-Thorpe,
2005; Schyns & Oliva, 1994). For instance, participants can rapidly extract global visual properties (such as depth or openness) to
classify natural scenes and to determine their basic-level category
(e.g., a “forest” or a “desert;” e.g., Greene & Oliva, 2009; Oliva &
Torralba, 2001). In addition, semantic and functional relations

What do we remember from an extremely brief snapshot? Visual information extracted from complex scenes tends to fade over
time, such that only salient objects or central events are retained in
long-term memory. Contextual regularities are likely to aid in the
perception and memory of transient images in allowing a highly
detailed picture to be rapidly encoded within a coarse schema.
Indeed, schematic knowledge has often been shown to enhance
encoding and retrieval of contextually consistent items within a
scene (e.g., Brewer & Treyens, 1981; Chun & Jiang, 1999; Mandler & Parker, 1976; Mandler & Ritchey, 1977; Miller & Gazzaniga, 1998; see also Alba & Hasher, 1983). For instance, people
viewing a graduate-student office have later correctly recognized
more old office-associated items (e.g., chair, desk) than items
which are not necessarily associated with an office schema (e.g.,
screwdriver, wrench; see Brewer & Treyens, 1981). Much less is
known, however, about the contribution of associative knowledge,
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between individual objects can be grasped within a brief visual
glance (e.g., Auckland, Cave, & Donnelly, 2007; Biederman,
Mezzanotte, & Rabinowitz, 1982; Davenport, 2007; Dobel, Gumnior, Bolte, & Zwitserlood, 2007; Green & Hummel, 2006; Gronau
& Shachar, 2014; Roberts & Humphreys, 2011), suggesting that
object-to-object associative information is extracted very rapidly
and efficiently (e.g., Oppermann, Hassler, Jescheniak, & Gruber,
2012). Studies examining participants’ memory for a series of
briefly viewed scenes, using rapid serial visual presentation
(RSVP), have demonstrated a dramatic memory loss several seconds after image presentation (e.g., Intraub, 1979; Potter, Staub,
Rado, & O’Connor, 2002). Relatively high memory performance,
however, was observed for the first image in a series which
benefited from increased attention allocation (Potter et al., 2002;
see also Intraub, 1984). Interestingly, findings concerning the
nature of memory for the remembered scenes in the RSVP have
suggested that both the conceptual theme (i.e., the gist) and the
specific perceptual details of an image were successfully retained
(Potter, Staub, & O’Connor, 2004). These RSVP studies, however,
have typically used longer presentation durations than the ones
used in scene perception studies (around 110 ms–250 ms vs. 20
ms–100 ms, respectively, but see Potter, Wyble, Hagmann, &
McCourt, 2014), allowing a relatively enhanced visual encoding of
image details in the former. More critically, memory performance
in the RSVP studies was tested immediately after stimuli presentation, thus, detail retention was based on short-term, rather than
on long-term memory capacity. Yet, what is the fate of stimuli
flashed for an extremely brief duration (e.g., 24 ms) several minutes, or hours after image presentation? Specifically, is the longterm memory representation of a glimpsed picture reliable in terms
of its perceptual detail?
Studies investigating visual long-term memory have typically
used relatively long encoding durations, in the order of several
seconds or more, resulting in an extremely well recognition performance for the perceptual details of individual objects (e.g.,
Brady, Konkle, Alvarez, & Oliva, 2008, 2013; Castelhano &
Henderson, 2005; Hollingworth, 2004, 2005; Hollingworth &
Henderson, 2002; Konkle, Brady, Alvarez, & Oliva, 2010;
Melcher, 2006; Vogt & Magnussen, 2007). For instance, in a study
conducted by Hollingworth and Henderson (2002), participants
scanned whole scene images for 20 s and were later able to
successfully discriminate target objects embedded within these
scenes from different, visually similar exemplar objects of the
same basic-level category. Enhanced detail-memory performance
was observed even when participants were required to encode
hundreds of pictures and when tested several hours, or a day, after
the encoding phase. Brady et al. (2008), for example, demonstrated
that after encoding more than 2,000 isolated objects, each presented for 3 s, participants successfully discriminated old objects
from new objects of the same basic-level category, or old objects
from the same objects presented at a different state/position (see
also Konkle et al., 2010). It appears, then, that given sufficient
viewing time at encoding, people can maintain a highly detailed
representation of thousands of images in visual long-term memory.
Here we ask whether perceptual features are similarly retained in
long-term memory following a mere glimpse during which multiple stimuli within a scene potentially compete for limited processing resources (e.g., Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Duncan, 1984).
Despite recent arguments of object processing in the “near ab-

sence” of attention (e.g., Li, VanRullen, Koch, & Perona, 2002;
Poncet, Reddy, & Fabre-Thorpe, 2012; Reddy, Reddy, & Koch,
2006; Reddy, Wilken, & Koch, 2004; Rousselet, Fabre-Thorpe &
Thorpe, 2002), many studies have shown that the categorization and
recognition of real-world objects are in fact subjected to capacity
limitations (e.g., Cohen, Alvarez, & Nakayama, 2011; Evans & Treisman, 2005; Mack & Clarke, 2012; Scharff, Palmer, & Moore, 2011;
Walker, Stafford, & Davis, 2008). Processing multiple stimuli simultaneously, therefore, may result in a compromised representation of
the objects’ general meaning (e.g., category) as well as of their
specific visual features. Furthermore, encoding stimuli into working
memory and consolidating information for future recognition has
been shown to be strongly impaired under multiple object presentation conditions (Potter & Fox, 2009).

The Role of Contextual Knowledge in Visual Detail
Memory: Enhanced Recognition of Contextually
Consistent or of Inconsistent (Novel) Stimuli?
As mentioned earlier, one factor that may streamline perception and support detail memory for stimuli embedded within
complex images is the global contextual surrounding, and/or the
semantic and spatial object-to-object relations within a scene.
Research on the effects of contextual knowledge on memory
has a long history, dating back to classical studies investigating
the functions of mental “schemas” or “frames,” also sometimes
referred to as “scripts,” “plans,” or “prototypes” (e.g., Anderson, 1984; Bartlett, 1932; Minsky, 1975; Palmer, 1975; Piaget,
1926; Rumelhart, 1980; Schank, & Abelson, 1977). While there
are various definitions for the notion of “schemas,” in the
framework of visual memory the latter can be roughly conceptualized as high-level contextual constructs that contain knowledge about the structural and/or semantic regularities within a
particular visual setting. Schemas are typically thought to facilitate visual recognition processes (e.g., Biederman, 1972;
Friedman, 1979; Palmer, 1975, see also Bar, 2004) and to
enhance subsequent memory by guiding information search
during retrieval processes (e.g., Anderson & Pichert, 1978;
Brewer & Treyens, 1981; Fass & Schumacher, 1981; Schulman,
1974). Surprisingly, there seems to be an unresolved paradox in
the literature with regards to the effects of schematic information on memory encoding processes and their impact on later
recognition performance. One prevailing argument is that the
initial selection of stimuli during encoding is biased in favor of
contextually consistent stimuli, allowing their rather effortless
and efficient encoding; whereas inconsistent items are processed less elaborately than the former and thus they may be
partially identified, misinterpreted or even overlooked (e.g.,
Palmer, 1975). Consequently, stimuli that conform to familiar
memory constructs are more likely to be recalled and recognized than those which do not conform to such constructs
(Bartlett, 1932; Bransford & Johnson, 1972; Brewer & Treyens,
1981; Minsky, 1975; Pichert & Anderson, 1977; Schallert,
1976; see also Bein, Livneh, Reggev, Gilead, Goshen-Gottstein,
& Maril, 2015; Castel, 2005; Kan, Alexander, & Verfaellie,
2009; Tibon, Gronau, Scheuplein, Mecklinger, & Levy, 2014;
van Kesteren et al., 2013). In contrast, an opposing dominant
view asserts that due to their unexpected and unfamiliar nature,
contextually inconsistent objects are of great informative value
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and thus they attract attention and benefit from elaborated
processing resources. Consequently, it is this type of information, rather than information that is congruent with existing
knowledge, which is better retained and subsequently recognized (e.g., Friedman, 1979; Goodman, 1980; Pezdek, Whetstone, Reynolds, Askari, & Dougherty, 1989). The latter approach is in accord with several recent studies suggesting that
contextually inconsistent stimuli capture and/or engage attention and eye gaze during natural scene viewing, allowing their
enhanced visual processing (e.g., Becker, Pashler, & Lubin,
2007; Bonitz & Gordon, 2008; De Graef, Christiaens, &
d’Ydewalle, 1990; Gordon, 2004; Henderson, Weeks, & Hollingworth, 1999; Hollingworth & Henderson, 2000; Loftus &
Mackworth, 1978; Underwood & Foulsham, 2006; Underwood,
Templeman, Lamming, & Foulsham, 2008; Võ & Henderson,
2009; see also Mudrik, Breska, Lamy, & Deouell, 2011).
The apparently contradictory results within the schema literature
resonate with the inconsistent findings concerning the role of
stimulus frequency (or familiarity) versus novelty in memory
performance. While some classical findings have revealed mnemonic benefits of advance familiarization with to-be-remembered
items, such as advantages of item repetition (Ebbinghaus, 1885/
1913; Hintzman, 1976), ample opposing evidence has documented
a superior memory recognition performance for novel, or infrequent stimuli relative to highly familiar/frequent stimuli (e.g.,
Balota & Neely, 1980; Glanzer & Bowles, 1976; Kinsbourne &
George, 1974; Rugg & Doyle, 1992; Tulving & Kroll, 1995;
Tulving, Markowitsch, Craik, Habib, & Houle, 1996). A recent
study, however, has questioned these latter findings in suggesting
an alternative explanation for the apparent novelty superiority
effect, while demonstrating enhanced recognition for familiar relative to novel items (Poppenk, Köhler, & Moscovitch, 2010; see
also van Kesteren, Ruiter, Fernández, & Henson, 2012, for a neural
account of the effects of novelty vs. schematic knowledge on
memory).
Notably, most of the aforementioned studies have investigated memory of items at a categorical level (e.g., knowledge
that a certain word or a particular object have appeared during
the encoding phase), rather than memory for the perceptual
details of these items (e.g., an ability to recognize the specific
font in which the word appeared, or the specific visual appearance of an object). Because schematic knowledge is typically
thought to be abstracted of instance or episodic detail (e.g.,
Anderson, 1984; Bartlet, 1932; Rumelhart, 1980; Schank, &
Abelson, 1977), any potential memory advantage for items
which conform to prior knowledge (e.g., Brewer & Treyens,
1981; Pichert & Anderson, 1977; Schallert, 1976) may be
eliminated under detail recognition test conditions. That is,
memory for descriptive information may be equivalent for
contextually consistent and inconsistent visual settings. Indeed,
classic studies conducted by Mandler and colleagues, examining the effects of contextual information on visual detail memory for individual objects, have demonstrated a contextual
enhancement only for an item’s category, but not for its perceptual appearance (e.g., Mandler & Parker, 1976; Mandler &
Ritchey, 1977; Mandler & Stein, 1974). Thus, for instance,
long-term memory for an object’s type (e.g., category) was
significantly better for stimuli originally encoded within a contextually coherent scene, than for stimuli encoded within a
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contextually incoherent (i.e., spatially unorganized) scene. In
contrast, there was no difference in performance between the
two contextual conditions when examining memory for an
object’s visual details, for example, when replacing an object in
a scene with a different token object from the same basic-level
category and/or when changing its orientation (e.g., Mandler &
Parker, 1976; Mandler & Ritchey, 1977; Mandler & Stein,
1974).
Other studies have actually shown enhanced detail memory for
objects which were contextually inconsistent (or less consistent)
with a specific visual setting (e.g., Friedman, 1979; Goodman,
1980; Pezdek et al., 1989). Friedman (1979), for instance, demonstrated enhanced memory for the perceptual appearance of an
object that violated a specific scene context (e.g., a sofa appearing
in a street), relative to an object that conformed to its surrounding
context (e.g., a bench appearing in a street). These latter findings
were accounted for by the proposal that the visual details of
contextually consistent objects are in fact unnecessary for stimulus
identification, since objects are largely activated by their global
context (e.g., a familiar schema). Namely, objects which conform
to prior knowledge are recognized holistically, with minimal effort, and consequently descriptive information regarding their perceptual appearance is largely disregarded. In contrast, identification of contextually inconsistent objects or of unexpected/novel
events requires an elaborate analysis, resulting in a well distinguished memory representation of their gist (e.g., category) as well
as their visual details (e.g., Friedman, 1979; Goodman, 1980;
Pezdek et al., 1989).
As mentioned above, the allocation of attention toward novel
or contextually inconsistent stimuli in an attempt to uncover
their identity is most likely a highly effortful and timeconsuming process. Indeed, most of the studies reviewed have
used rather long encoding durations (in the order of several
seconds or more), which allowed elaborated processing of an
unexpected or an unfamiliar visual setting. A different state of
affairs, however, may exist when viewing the world at a glance,
that is, under very brief exposure conditions in which participants are refrained from shifting their attention and eyes from
one part of the scene to another in a serial manner. Multiple
objects, in this case, are processed in parallel, competing for
limited attentional capacity (Baylis & Driver, 1993; Duncan,
1984; Egly, Driver, & Rafal, 1994; Potter & Fox, 2009; Scharff,
Palmer, & Moore, 2011; Walker, Stafford, & Davis, 2008), and
presumably suppressing each other’s perceptual representation
(e.g., Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Kastner et al., 1998; Miller et
al., 1993; Reynolds et al., 1999; Scalf, Torralbo, Tapia, & Beck,
2013). Under such conditions, perceptual grouping factors (such as
Gestalt principles) as well as “conceptual grouping” factors (such
as semantic, categorical, or action relations among stimuli) may
assist in reducing stimulus competition and in streamlining perception (see, e.g., Baylis & Driver, 1993; Desimone & Duncan,
1995; Kaiser, Stein, & Peelen, 2014; McMains & Kastner, 2010;
Riddoch, Humphreys, Edwards, Baker, & Willson, 2003). In fact,
it is in these rapid viewing situations that object-to-object
contextual regularities may serve as critical factors in enhancing stimulus encoding and in improving subsequent memory for
perceptual appearance. Stimuli which form an incoherent percept, in contrast, may suffer from coarse or shallow processing,
resulting in an overall degraded memory representation.
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The Present Research
The goal of the present study was to explore whether object-toobject contextual consistencies indeed contribute to an accurate
perceptual representation in long-term memory, when images are
merely glimpsed. We hypothesized that contextual information not
only affects memory for object categories (i.e., remembering
which items have appeared in a scene), rather, it may reduce
competition among stimuli for attention selection and consequently facilitate rapid encoding of specific sensory details.
To test our hypothesis, we manipulated contextual associations
between individual objects and later tested recognition memory for
their visual details. While most previous visual memory studies
have manipulated the relations between whole scenes and individual objects embedded within these scenes, much evidence has
highlighted the importance of more specific object-to-object relations as an important source of contextual information which
facilitates stimulus processing, independently of global scene
knowledge (Auckland, Cave, & Donnelly, 2007; Davenport, 2007;
Gronau & Shachar, 2014; Henderson, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 1987;
Hollingworth, 2007; Oppermann et al., 2012; Roberts & Humphreys, 2011; see also Gronau, Neta, & Bar, 2008; Roberts &
Humphreys, 2010; Kaiser, Stein, & Peelen, 2014; Kim & Biederman, 2011, for related fMRI findings). Here we used contextually
related pictorial stimulus pairs, presented in a specific spatial
configuration emphasizing their canonical functional relationship
(e.g., a desk-lamp presented above a desk, a pizza cutter presented
above a pizza). Note that earlier studies have emphasized the
importance of object-to-object spatial relations in the perception
and memory of semantically associated stimuli (e.g., Bar & Ullman, 1996; Green & Hummel, 2006; Gronau et al., 2008; Gronau
& Shachar, 2014; Mandler & Parker, 1976; Mandler & Ritchey,
1977). In accordance with these studies, we refer to the notion of
“contextual relations” as comprising both the semantic and the
typical spatial relations between objects. By crossing-over upper
and lower stimuli of different contextually related pairs, we constructed novel pairs which were contextually unrelated in nature.
Participants memorized both related and unrelated object pairs,
each presented for 24 ms (masked). Approximately 5 min after the
end of the encoding phase, they performed a forced-choice memory recognition test on one of two objects initially appearing
within a related or an unrelated pair. Namely, they indicated for
each object which of two item exemplars has originally appeared
during the encoding phase. Importantly, both stimulus exemplars
belonged to the same basic-level category, thus recognition performance could not rely on gist (i.e., general category) memory
and was solely dependent on memory for visual detail. As aforementioned, we posited that improved memory performance for
visual detail would be observed for items originally appearing
within contextually related than within unrelated object pairs, due
to a reduced object-to-object competition and an enhanced visual
encoding of the former.

Experiment 1: Visual Detail Memory for Briefly
Glimpsed Objects
In Experiment 1we ran two memory-recognition experiments, in
which very short, as well as relatively long exposure durations
were tested. As mentioned earlier, previous studies investigating

visual memory have used relatively long encoding exposure durations (i.e., of several seconds or more), yielding mixed results
when examining the effects of contextual information on object
detail recognition (e.g., Friedman, 1979; Goodman, 1980; Mandler
& Parker, 1976; Mandler & Ritchey, 1977; Mandler & Stein, 1974;
Pezdek et al., 1989). In Experiment 1 we wished to compare
contextual effects on visual memory under both short and long
exposure durations. In Experiment 1A, therefore, very brief exposure durations were used during the encoding phase (i.e., 24 ms,
masked), while in Experiment 1B stimuli were presented for 2 s
during the encoding phase.

Method
Participants. Thirty undergraduate students (22 females,
eight males, ages 22–36 years) participated in Experiment 1A, and
24 undergraduate students (17 females, seven males, ages 20 –38
years) participated in Experiment 1B. All participants had normal
or corrected-to-normal sight, and received course credit for participation in the study.
Apparatus. Stimulus presentation and response collection
were controlled by a PC computer, using an E-Prime 2.0 software
(Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto, 2002). Stimuli were presented on a 15-in. monitor with an 85-Hz refresh rate.
Stimuli and experimental design. One-hundred and 20 pairs
of contextually associated objects were constructed from images of
furniture, tools, appliances, foods, clothes, and so forth. Stimuli
within each pair appeared above and below fixation (see, e.g.,
Gronau et al., 2008; Gronau & Shachar, 2014). Object stimuli were
presented on a gray background square subtending about 22 cm ⫻
22 cm (corresponding to a visual angle of approximately 20° by
20° from a viewing distance of 60 cm). Objects’ size varied,
ranging from 3.0 cm to 6.5 cm (visual angle of approximately
2.8°– 6°), in both height and length dimensions. Stimuli were
centered 3.25 cm (approximately 3°) above/below fixation. For
each participant, object pairs were randomly assigned into one of
three conditions (see Figure 1a–1c): 40 pairs were assigned to the
contextually related condition (e.g., a desk-lamp and a desk), 40
pairs were assigned to the contextually unrelated condition and
were formed by randomly repairing an upper stimulus from one
contextually associated pair with a lower stimulus from another
contextually associated pair (e.g., an apple and a pair of keys), and
40 contextually associated pairs were assigned to an additional
single-object condition, in which one of two stimuli within a pair
was presented in isolation at an upper or a lower location (e.g., a
rubber stamp, a bench). Importantly, for the construction of the
120 contextually related object pairs, images were collected individually, rather than taken from scenes comprising both objects.
The images were gathered from various sources, including commercially available CDs and the Internet. Contextually associated
object pairs were carefully constructed from the individual objects
while avoiding physical contact between the stimuli. In cases in
which an object would normally rest on its counterpart pair object
(e.g., a desk lamp normally rests on a desk), the upper stimulus
often seemed to be slightly “floating” above the lower stimulus.
Although somewhat unnatural, the existence of a spatial gap between the two objects ensured that stimuli were visually dissociated from each other and could not be grouped on the basis of
perceptual factors, such as physical support or continuity. Thus, we
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Figure 1. Examples of the different conditions at encoding (a) Contextually related, (b) Contextually unrelated,
(c) Single object. All images were presented in color. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

ensured that any contextual effect would solely rely on semantic/
conceptual factors.
Within each pair, one of two stimuli was arbitrarily defined as
a “reference” object, while its counterpart object was defined as a
“memory-target” object on which a subsequent memoryrecognition test was performed. There were equal proportions of
upper and lower memory-target objects within each of the three
conditions. In the single-object condition only the memory-target
objects appeared, while their counterpart reference objects were
discarded from the experiment. Importantly, each memory-target
object appeared in only one of the three conditions, counterbalanced across participants, such that all stimuli appeared in all three
conditions with equal proportions.
Procedure. Each trial in the encoding phase began with a
fixation cross appearing at the screen center for 353 ms, followed
by a blank screen of 141 ms. Subsequently, the object stimuli were
presented for 24 ms (Experiment 1A) or for 2 seconds (Experiment
1B). Object presentation was followed by a black and white
“noise” mask of 200 ms, and a 1,282 ms blank screen lasting till
the end of the trial. Objects in the three conditions were presented
in a random order. Participants were asked to passively view the
stimuli and to memorize them for a subsequent memory test. They
were not informed about the nature of the memory test (i.e., a
visual detail recognition task), nor about being tested on only one
of two stimuli (i.e., the memory-target object). Prior to the beginning of the encoding phase, participants viewed 10 practice trials,
in which they were familiarized with the short/long exposure
durations used in Experiment 1A/1B, respectively. Stimuli used in
the practice session were excluded from the experiment. The
encoding phase lasted approximately four minutes in Experiment
1A and 8 min in Experiment 1B. Subsequently, participants were
given instructions regarding the forced-choice memoryrecognition test and performed a short practice of the task. The
delay between the end of the encoding phase and the memoryrecognition test lasted approximately 5 min.
Each trial in the memory-recognition test contained a stimulus
pair originally appearing at the encoding phase, along with a
stimulus pair including the old reference object and a new
memory-target object taken from the same basic-level category as
the one at encoding. In the single-object condition, the two
memory-target objects (i.e., old and new) were presented without
the reference object (see Figures 2a and 2b). Old and new memory-

target objects appeared with equal proportions to the left and to the
right of fixation within each condition. Stimuli in the three conditions were presented in a random order during the recognition
test, remaining on the screen until participants’ response (see
Figure 3 for examples of the recognition test in the different
conditions). Participants’ task was to determine which of the two
object pairs (or single objects) were originally presented during the
encoding phase, by either pressing a left or a right key. The test
lasted, on average, approximately 8 1/2 min in Experiment 1A
(SD ⫽ 2.8 min) and 6 min in Experiment 1B (SD ⫽ 1.4 min).
We hypothesized that a better memory performance would be
obtained for contextually related than for contextually unrelated
object pairs. In addition, we asked whether the “clustering” of
contextually associated stimuli within a unified visual percept
during encoding would result in a similar memory-performance for
these objects as for the single objects.

Results and Discussion
For each participant we computed the proportion of correct
responses within each condition in the memory-recognition test.
Based on our hypotheses, we conducted two independent planned
comparisons—the one assessing the difference between the two
pair conditions, and the other assessing the difference between the
contextually related condition and the single-object condition. In
Experiment 1A, in which very short exposure durations were used
(i.e., 24 ms), higher memory performance was obtained in the
contextually related than in the contextually unrelated condition,
t(29) ⫽ 2.49, p ⬍ .02, Cohen’s d ⫽ 0.46, all t tests are two-tailed.1
Interestingly, a nonsignificant difference was found between the
contextually related and the single object conditions, t(29) ⬍ 1.0,
p ⬎ .1, d ⫽ 0.17 (see Figure 4a). Note that despite the relatively
poor memory performance stemming from the brief exposure
conditions at encoding (M ⫽ 56%, SD ⫽ 4.9%), the overall correct
recognition rate was significantly above chance level, t(29) ⫽
6.66, p ⬍ .001, d ⫽ 1.22. We nevertheless conducted an additional
1
Cohen’s d effect size for all planned comparisons is defined as the
standardized mean difference between the two conditions. According to
Cohen’s rule of thumb, d values of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8, and F values of 0.1,
0.25, and 0.4, represent small, medium, and large effects, respectively (see
Cohen, 1988).
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Figure 2. Examples of the stimulus display in the different conditions during the encoding phase (a), and during the
memory-recognition phase (b) of Experiment 1. Participants in the recognition test were asked on each trial which of the two
object pairs, or single objects, were presented during the encoding phase. Note that in the example above the same
memory-target item (a pair of pliers) appears in all conditions, however, each memory-target object in the study appeared
in only one of the three conditions, counterbalanced across participants, such that all stimuli appeared in all three conditions
with equal proportions. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

analysis in which we excluded items that failed to exceed a certain
recognition threshold level. Specifically, we analyzed the data
using only memory-target items that were correctly recognized by
more than half of the participants across the three conditions.

Namely, we computed for each memory-target item an average
score that reflected the overall memory performance for this item
across participants and conditions. Items that were correctly recognized, on average, by only half (or less) of the participants were

Figure 3. Examples of stimuli in the memory-recognition test within each of the three conditions in Experiment
1. Old memory-target objects (presented at encoding) appeared with equal proportions in left and right, and in
upper and lower screen positions. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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Figure 4. Percentage of correct responses in the memory-recognition test in Experiment 1A for the full
stimulus pool (a) and for the 71 most recognized object stimuli, that is, stimuli that yielded an average of ⬎ 50%
successful recognition (b). Error bars depict standard errors. See the online article for the color version of this
figure.

discarded from the analysis. We were left with a total of 71
memory-target objects, to which the average correct recognition
rate was 65% (SD ⫽ 6.7%). Most critically, when reexamining the
memory performance in each of the three conditions, the pattern of
results remained identical to our original analysis (see Figure 4b).
That is, a statistically significant difference was found between the
contextually related and the unrelated conditions, t(29) ⫽ 2.52,
p ⬍ .02, d ⫽ 0.46, while a negligible difference was found
between the contextually related and the single-object conditions,
t(29) ⬍ 1.0, p ⬎ .1, d ⫽ 0.16. These results clearly indicate that
under very brief viewing conditions object-to-object contextual
associations indeed facilitate memory for visual detail.
When using relatively long encoding durations (i.e., 2,000 ms,
Experiment 1B), however, a somewhat different picture has
emerged (see Figure 5). First, participants’ accuracy level dramatically increased relative to the short exposure durations, reaching
an overall correct recognition rate of 79% (SD ⫽ 9.5%). Second,
in contrast to the previous experiment, a nonsignificant difference
was found between the contextually related and the unrelated pair
conditions, t(23) ⬍ 1.0, p ⬎ .1, d ⫽ 0.17. Although the singleobject condition yielded numerically higher recognition rates than
the contextually related condition, this difference failed to reach
statistical significance level as well, t(23) ⫽ 1.77, p ⬎ .05, d ⫽
0.36. It appears, then, that when using rather long exposure durations at encoding (i.e., 2 s), the contextual consistency factor did
not affect memory for the perceptual appearance of the objects.
This latter result mirrors findings reported in several earlier studies
using long encoding durations, in which the contextual coherence
of a scene affected subsequent recognition performance associated
with memory for gist, but not for visual detail (e.g., Mandler &
Parker, 1976; Mandler & Ritchey, 1977; but see Friedman, 1979;
Pezdek et al., 1989).
Notably, the use of both short and long exposure durations at
encoding (i.e., Experiment 1A and 1B, respectively) revealed an
interesting dissociation with regards to the effects of contextual
factors on memory encoding. Our findings suggest that when
participants are presented with sufficient encoding time which
allows shifting of attention from one object to another and the

engagement of attention on each of the stimuli (e.g., Experiment
1B), object-to-object associative relations may play a rather minor
role in memory of perceptual detail. Namely, object details are
efficiently encoded and remembered, regardless of the more global
contextual setting. Note that in contrast to Friedman (1979) and
several other studies (e.g., Pezdek et al., 1989), we obtained no
evidence for a superior memory performance for contextually
inconsistent or novel visual settings, when using long encoding
durations (see elaboration on this topic in the General Discussion).
In cases, however, that viewing conditions did not allow attention
shifts between stimuli, and objects were encoded in a rapid,
parallel fashion, contextually related stimuli benefited from enhanced perception relative to contextually unrelated stimuli (Experiment 1A). We suggest that, at least among displays containing
a limited number of objects, stimuli forming a coherent percept are

Figure 5. Percentage of correct responses in the memory-recognition test
in Experiment 1B. Error bars depict standard errors. See the online article
for the color version of this figure.
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easily clustered and integrated within a unified representation,
allowing enhanced processing and encoding of their general category as well as their specific visual properties. Rapid contextual
integration may also account for the finding of similar recognition
rates among the contextually related stimuli and the single objects,
when using brief presentation exposures.
Taken together, our results suggest that contextual coherence
is an important and perhaps critical factor for memory of visual
detail in merely glanced images, but not in images which are
viewed for long durations. Note that while we emphasize the
role of contextual associations during stimulus encoding processes, contextual factors are also known to affect processes
occurring during the subsequent retrieval phase (e.g., Anderson
& Pichert, 1978; Brewer & Treyens, 1981; Fass & Schumacher,
1981). Much research has documented the importance of contextual information in memory retrieval, demonstrating that the
better the match between the study and retrieval context, the
better memory is for the retrieved objects (e.g., the encodingspecificity principle: Tulving & Thomson, 1973; Murnane,
Phelps, & Malmberg, 1999; Smith & Vela, 2001). More recently, visual long-term memory studies have shown that reiterating contextual information during retrieval (e.g., presenting
specific items that have appeared at encoding and/or reiterating
their spatial relations with a target object) can facilitate recognition of highly detailed target information (e.g., Hollingworth,
2006, 2007). In the context of the present study, reference
objects that are contextually associated with memory-target
stimuli may serve as more efficient retrieval cues for target
detail information than unassociated objects, due to their stronger connections with the targets. Object-to-object contextual
relations, thus, may affect processes taking place at retrieval,
over and above the processes taking place at encoding. To
assess the contribution of contextual factors to memoryretrieval processes we ran an additional experiment in which we
excluded contextual information presented at encoding from the
recognition test.

Experiment 2: Visual Detail Memory When Excluding
Contextual Information at Retrieval
The present study sought to examine the contribution of contextual consistency factors to memory retrieval processes. To this
end, memory-target objects were presented in isolation in the
recognition test, without their corresponding reference objects. We
wished to examine whether despite the exclusion of the retrieval
cues (i.e., reference objects) from the memory-recognition phase,
contextually related object pairs which are merely glimpsed would
still be remembered better than contextually unrelated object pairs.
In addition, we added a “novel” object condition, in which
participants were required to dissociate old stimuli from new
stimuli belonging to object categories that have never appeared at
encoding. Recognition performance in this condition served as a
general baseline for “gist” memory of briefly presented images
(see below).

Method
Participants. Thirty-two undergraduate students (27 females,
five males, ages 20 –36 years) participated in Experiment 2. All

participants had normal or corrected-to-normal sight, and received
course credit for participation in the study.
Stimuli and experimental design. All stimuli and conditions
were identical to those in Experiment 1, aside from adding a
condition to Experiment 2, in which we assessed “gist” memory
for single items (“single-novel” condition). In this condition participants were required to dissociate old stimuli from novel stimuli
belonging to object categories that have never appeared at encoding. The single-novel condition served as a general baseline for the
three detail-memory conditions, that is, it served as an upper limit
estimate for memory performance under the very brief encoding
conditions. To this end, we expanded our pair stimulus pool to 160
contextually related object pairs which were assigned to a contextually related, contextually unrelated, single-object and singlenovel conditions, each containing 40 pairs. Memory-target objects
in the two single item conditions were presented in isolation during
both encoding and retrieval phases (i.e., their counterpart reference
objects were discarded from the experiment, see Figure 6a). Each
memory-target object appeared in only one of the four conditions,
counterbalanced across participants, such that all objects appeared
in all four conditions with equal proportions.
During the recognition test phase, 40 new single memory-target
images were used in the single-novel condition. These objects
were taken from basic-level categories that were not shared by any
of the objects in the pair stimulus pool. Thus, for the single-novel
condition, participants were asked in the memory test to recognize
which of two memory-target objects has appeared at encoding,
however, in contrast to the three other conditions, the two objects
did not differ in perceptual appearance but rather in their basiclevel category (see Figure 6b). All other stimulus properties were
identical to those of the previous experiments.
Procedure. The procedure was identical to that of Experiment
1A aside from excluding the contextual information presented at
encoding from the recognition test. In specific, memory-target
stimuli in the two pair-object conditions were presented in isolation in the recognition test, without their corresponding reference
objects (see Figure 6b). We wished to examine whether despite the
exclusion of these retrieval cues from the memory-recognition test,
items that had originally appeared within contextually related
object pairs would still be remembered better than items that have
appeared within contextually unrelated object pairs.

Results and Discussion
For each participant we computed the proportion of correct
responses within each condition in the memory-recognition test.
As can be seen in Figure 7a, the single-novel condition yielded a
rather high recognition performance (70%), suggesting that subjects were relatively successful at differentiating old items from
items belonging to new object categories. As expected, much
lower correct recognition rates were obtained for the three conditions requiring memory for perceptual detail (M ⫽ 55%, SD ⫽
4.2%). Note that in the unrelated object condition (in contrast to
the remaining two conditions), recognition performance did not
differ from chance level, t(31) ⫽ 1.03, p ⬎ .1, d ⫽ 0.18. Critically,
however, despite the exclusion of the reference object during the
memory-recognition test, the pattern of results for the three conditions examining memory for visual detail remained virtually
identical to that of Experiment 1a. Namely, the contextually re-
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Figure 6. Examples of stimuli in the different conditions during the encoding phase (a), and the recognition
phase (b) of Experiment 2. Each object image appeared in only one of the four conditions, counterbalanced
across participants. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

lated objects were recognized significantly better than the unrelated objects, t(31) ⫽ 2.08, p ⬍ .05, d ⫽ 0.37. In addition, there
was a negligible difference between the memory performance of
the contextually related and the single-object conditions, t(31) ⬍
1.0, p ⬎ .1, d ⫽ 0.13.
Due to the rather low recognition rates in the three conditions of
interest, we further conducted a follow-up analysis in which we
excluded all items that were recognized by only 50%, or less, of
participants. Note that the threshold for this item analysis (i.e., an
average of ⬎ 50% successful recognition) was computed after
excluding the single-novel condition. Out of the 160 memorytarget objects, 91 survived the analysis, with an overall average
recognition rate of 66% (SD ⫽ 6.6%). Importantly, as in Experiment 1A, this analysis yielded identical results to the original
analysis (see Figure 7b). That is, a statistically significant difference was found between the two pair-object conditions, t(31) ⫽

2.40, p ⬍ .05, d ⫽ 0.42, while a nonsignificant difference was
found between the contextually related and the single object conditions, t(31) ⬍ 1.0, p ⬎ .1, d ⫽ 0.15. It appears, then, that
eliminating the retrieval cue (i.e., reference-object) from the two
pair-object conditions had minimal impact on recognition of the
memory-target objects.
To further establish our conclusion regarding the role of the
reference-object in memory retrieval, we performed a mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) only on the two pair conditions, containing 2 (Contextual relation: related, unrelated) ⫻ 2 (Experiments: 1A, 2) factors. This analysis revealed a statistically
significant effect of contextual relatedness, F(1, 60) ⫽ 10.0, p ⬍
.005 with no hint for an interaction effect, F(1, 60) ⫽ 0.002, p ⬎
.1. Identical results were obtained when conducting the analysis
only on the items that were recognized, on average, by more
than half of the participants in both experiments. Overall, then,

Figure 7. Percentage of correct responses in the memory-recognition test in Experiment 2 for the full stimulus
pool (a) and for the 91 most recognized object stimuli, that is, stimuli that yielded an average of ⬎ 50%
successful recognition, after exclusion of the single-novel condition (b). Error bars depict standard errors. See
the online article for the color version of this figure.
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the combined results of Experiments 1A and 2 suggest that
contextual associations improve detail memory for briefly seen
images, and this improvement is mainly mediated by processes
occurring during stimulus encoding, rather than during stimulus
retrieval.
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Experiment 3: Detail Memory for “Active” Versus
“Passive” Contextual Relations
What is the nature of the object-to-object contextual associations which improve memory for visual detail? Are different types
of object clusters better encoded and remembered than others?
Several previous studies investigating the effects of object-toobject relations on perception and attention have argued that items
connected via action relations are particularly prone to perceptual
grouping processes (e.g., Green & Hummel, 2006; Riddoch et al.,
2003, 2006, 2011; Roberts & Humphreys, 2011). Such processes
may streamline memory-encoding of the items and allow, in turn,
a better recognition of their visual detail. For instance, Riddoch
and colleagues (2003, 2011) studied patients suffering from attentional deficits following parietal lobe damage. A typical symptom
exhibited by such patients is extinction, an impaired ability to
respond to a contralesional stimulus under conditions of competition from a simultaneous stimulus on the ipsilesional side. The
authors demonstrated reduced extinction rates when the two competing stimuli were connected by implied action relations (e.g., a
corkscrew directed toward a cork of a wine bottle), relative to the
same two stimuli presented in implausible, noninteractive positions (e.g., a corkscrew directed toward a base of a wine bottle). It
was suggested that despite the tendency to extinct a contralesional
stimulus, participants in the former condition were tuned to the
action relations between the two objects such that attention was
spread across both stimuli, allowing their explicit identification.
Put differently, action served as a “glue” that clustered the two
objects together and, consequently, ameliorated the extinction
symptoms. In a recent study conducted with healthy participants,
however, contextually associated object pairs which did not involve any action relations (e.g., a desk lamp presented above a
desk) exhibited identical clustering outcomes as pairs involving
clear action relations (a kettle pouring into a mug), given that both
types of pairs appeared in expected object-to-object positions (e.g.,
the lamp appearing above the desk, not below it; Gronau &
Shachar, 2014). These latter findings may suggest that plausible, or
expected spatial relations, and more generally the overall semantic
coherence of a scene, rather than the action-relations between
objects per se, may account for the clustering of stimuli within a
unified percept.
In the present experiment we therefore sought to investigate the
role of action relations in memory for briefly presented objects.
Note that our stimulus pool included pairs which clearly involved
action relations, as well as pairs that were connected via more
passive relations. In order to account for the level of activity
depicted by each object pair we ran, prior to the memory study, an
independent pilot survey according to which stimulus pairs were
assigned to “active” and “passive” conditions. We then examined
memory performance for objects within each of these categories
when presented for brief exposure durations.

Method
Activity Survey: As mentioned above, to determine the nature of
object-to-object relations among the stimulus pairs (i.e., whether a
pair involved action relations or not), we ran an independent
survey on 220 contextually associated object pairs. Stimulus pairs
were rated by two separate groups of participants, where each pair
was rated by a minimum of 20 participants and a maximum of 47
participants (M ⫽ 39, SD ⫽ 12). Within each pilot survey, participants were asked to determine whether each object pair depicted action relations or not. Pair stimuli were presented for 80
ms (masked), with an interstimulus interview of 3 s. For each
pair, a mean activity score was computed, based on participants’ responses (1 ⫽ contains action relations, 0 ⫽ does not
contain action relations). Of the 220 pair stimuli, 80 pairs
obtaining an average score larger than 0.55 were defined as
“active” (mean activity score ⫽ 0.82, SD ⫽ 0.08), and 80 other
pairs obtaining an average score smaller than 0.45 were defined
as “passive” (mean activity score ⫽ 0.21, SD ⫽ 0.14; see
examples of the two types of categories in Figure 9).
Participants. Thirty-two undergraduate students that did not
take part in the pilot survey (26 females, six males, ages 20 –38
years) participated in Experiment 3. All participants had normal or
corrected-to-normal sight, and received course credit for participation in the study.
Stimuli and experimental design. Within each activity condition, half of the contextually related pairs were repaired in order
to form the unrelated pairs, such that each experimental condition
included 40 stimulus pairs (active-related, active-unrelated,
passive-related, and passive-unrelated). There were no singleobject conditions in the experiment. As in previous studies, the
assignment of stimuli to experimental conditions was fully counterbalanced (i.e., a specific object within the active/passive stimulus pool appeared in one of two relatedness conditions, yet it
participated in both conditions with equal proportions, across
participants; see Figure 8).
Procedure. The procedure was identical to that of previous
experiments, aside from a few modifications. First, due to the low
overall recognition rates in Experiments 1 and 2, we increased the
exposure duration of stimuli at the encoding phase from 24 ms to
78 ms (masked). Although this was a dramatic increase relative to
the two previous memory experiments, it still required perception
and identification of pair stimuli “at a glance.” Second, to account
for possible memory biases associated with specific memorytarget items (e.g., a tendency to recognize a blue kettle as old,
regardless of the actual kettle seen during encoding), we used both
types of memory-target objects during the encoding phase (e.g., a
blue/green kettle), counterbalanced across participants. Thus, an
object seen during encoding by one participant (i.e., old target),
served as a foil (i.e., new target) for another participant, and vice
versa. Finally, in contrast with Experiment 2 and in accord with
Experiment 1, both the memory-target object and its corresponding
reference object were presented at the recognition test. All other
experimental details were identical to previous experiments.

Results and Discussion
For each participant we computed the proportion of correct
responses within each condition in the memory-recognition test.
As can be seen in Figure 9a, the overall correct recognition rates
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Figure 8. Examples of contextually related object pairs within the “active” (a) and the “passive” (b) conditions
in Experiment 3. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

were higher than in the two previous experiments (M ⫽ 61%,
SD ⫽ 5%), presumably due to the longer exposure durations
during encoding. The proportion of correct responses were subjected to a 2 ⫻ 2 within-subjects ANOVA, with contextual relation
(related, unrelated) and pair-type (active, passive) as the two
factors. This analysis revealed a statistically significant main effect
of contextual relatedness, F(1, 31) ⫽ 4.78, p ⬍ .05, Cohen’s f ⫽
0.2, with no hint for a pair-type main effect, F(1, 31) ⫽ 1.22, p ⬎
.1, Cohen’s f ⫽ 0.1, or for an interaction between the two factors,
F(1, 31) ⬍ 1. We further conducted an item analysis in which we
excluded all pair items that yielded mean correct recognition rates
smaller or equal to 50% (across relatedness conditions). Out of the
160 pairs, 127 pairs survived the analysis (62 active, 65 passive),
with an overall average recognition rate of 65% (SD ⫽ 6%).
Importantly, this analysis yielded identical results to the original
analysis (see Figure 9b). That is, a statistically significant main
effect of contextual relatedness was found, F(1, 31) ⫽ 4.36, p ⬍
.05, Cohen’s f ⫽ 0.19, with no main effect of pair-type or an
interaction between the two factors, F(1, 31) ⬍ 1 for both analyses.
Our findings revealed, therefore, that while objects encoded as part
of contextually related pairs were remembered better than unrelated ones, this relatedness effect was not mediated by action
relations only. Object pairs characterized by “passive” relations
(such as a desk lamp resting on a desk) benefited from similar
clustering processes as pairs depicting action relations, suggesting
that semantic and functional relations creating a scene-like con-

figuration, rather than implied action per se, mediated the contextual effects observed in memory performance. The results of the
present findings corroborate the findings of Gronau and Shachar
(2014) in demonstrating that object-to-object contextual integration processes may apply to both active as well as more passive
item relation types.

General Discussion
The present study investigated the role of contextual associations in memory for visual detail when stimuli are briefly glanced.
In our first experiment, enhanced memory performance was obtained for stimuli originally encoded within a semantically coherent context relative to stimuli encoded within a semantically incoherent context. This result was replicated in a second
experiment, even when the contextual information (i.e., a reference
object) was excluded from the memory-recognition test, suggesting that the contextual effects were predominantly mediated by
processes occurring during stimulus encoding, rather than during
the stimulus retrieval phase. Finally, the nature of these contextual
effects was investigated by manipulating the degree of implied
action depicted by the object pairs. Object-to-object semantic and
functional relations improved memory for visual detail, whether
such relations involved implied action or not, suggesting that
action is not a necessary component for enhanced associative
encoding performance.

Figure 9. Percentage of correct responses in the memory-recognition test in Experiment 3 for the full stimulus
pool (a) and for the 127 most recognized object pairs, that is, pairs that yielded an average of ⬎ 50% successful
recognition (b). Note that error bars depict the standard errors of the difference in memory performance between
related and unrelated pairs, within each of the activity conditions. See the online article for the color version of
this figure.
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Our findings contribute to a large corpus of studies investigating
the effects of schematic information on long-term memory, yielding somewhat paradoxical findings to date. As suggested in the
introduction, several hypotheses could be derived with regards to
the effects of contextual consistency factors on visual detail encoding and subsequent memory. According to one hypothesis,
schemas are mental constructs conveying information about general structural and semantic regularities in the environment, which
are largely abstracted of specific episodic detail (e.g., Anderson,
1984; Rumelhart, 1980; Schank, & Abelson, 1977; see also Ghosh
& Gilboa, 2014). Accordingly, memory for descriptive information (e.g., the precise visual appearance of an object) may be
similar within contextually consistent and inconsistent settings.
Namely, schematic knowledge may have minimal influence on the
long-term memory representation of an object’s perceptual details.
According to a second hypothesis, schematic information may
facilitate encoding of the details of contextually consistent stimuli,
because information selection is biased in favor of such stimuli,
allowing their effortless and efficient encoding (at a categorical as
well as a visual/featural level). Contextually unrelated items, in
contrast, may be processed less elaborately than the latter or may
be even disregarded (Bartlett, 1932; Bransford & Johnson, 1972;
Brewer & Treyens, 1981; Minsky, 1975; Pichert & Anderson,
1977; Schallert, 1976; see also Bein et al., 2015; Castel, 2005;
Kan, Alexander & Verfaellie, 2009; Tibon et al., 2014). According
to a third hypothesis, however, contextually inconsistent objects
are of great informative value and it is these stimuli which may
attract attention and benefit from elaborated processing resources,
due to their novel nature. As a result, they benefit from a well
distinguished memory representation of their “gist” as well as their
visual details (e.g., Friedman, 1979; Goodman, 1980; Loftus &
Mackworth, 1978; Pezdek et al., 1989). Contextually consistent
objects, on the other hand, are processed with little effort, and their
identification largely relies on global features activated by prior
knowledge. Because local visual features are not necessary for the
identification of contextually consistent items, their descriptive
representation may not be stored or further memorized (see, e.g.,
Friedman, 1979).
Our findings clearly indicate that in contrast to the first hypothesis, during a brief glance, contextual consistency factors do affect
stimulus encoding processes and subsequent recognition performance for object visual details. Furthermore, in accord with the
second hypothesis, and in contrast to the third one, the encoding
and memory of an object’s visual details are enhanced for stimuli
which conform to prior knowledge. A possible account for this
enhancement, in the case of schematic object-to-object relations, is
that recognizing one object may rapidly activate a second object,
resulting in an efficient processing of its global (i.e., categorical)
as well as its local (visual detail) properties. That is, knowledge
about one object may prime, or bias the selection of a nearby
associated object (e.g., Carr, McCauley, Sperber, & Parmelee,
1982; Henderson, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 1987; Kroll & Potter,
1984). Alternatively, the two objects may be processed in parallel,
mutually activating and enhancing each other’s visual representations. As mentioned earlier, multiple objects tend to compete for
processing resources when grasped simultaneously (Baylis &
Driver, 1993; Duncan, 1984; Egly, Driver & Rafal, 1994; Potter
& Fox, 2009; Scharff, Palmer, & Moore, 2011; Walker, Stafford,
& Davis, 2008). Several studies have provided evidence for mutual

suppression under competitive, resource-limited conditions (e.g.,
Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Kastner et al., 1998; Miller et al.,
1993; Reynolds et al., 1999; Scalf, Torralbo, Tapia, & Beck,
2013). Perceptual as well as conceptual grouping factors, however,
may reduce stimulus competition and streamline object processing
(e.g., Baylis & Driver, 1993; Kaiser, Stein, & Peelen, 2014;
McMains & Kastner, 2010; Riddoch et al., 2003). Based on our
findings, we propose that in situations in which a visual display
contains a limited number of stimuli which are merely glimpsed,
rapid grouping of associated objects can reduce stimulus competition and enhance perceptual encoding processes (e.g., Green &
Hummel, 2006; Gronau & Shachar, 2014; Oppermann et al., 2011;
Roberts & Humphreys, 2011). Support for this proposal also
comes from the findings obtained with the single-object stimuli. In
two experiments, contextually related object pairs (but not unrelated ones) showed a pattern of results that did not differ significantly from that of the single objects, suggesting that the perception and retention of two associated objects may be nearly as
efficient as of a single, isolated, object.
In addition, while previous studies have emphasized the importance of action relations in such perceptual (or conceptual) “binding” processes (e.g., Riddoch et al., 2003, 2006, 2011; Green &
Hummel, 2006; Roberts & Humphreys, 2011), the present results
reveal that passive relations may similarly enhance grouping of
several objects together, as long as they form a meaningful percept. That is, stimuli perceived as interacting with each other to
form a conceptually coherent scene, whether by means of implied
action (e.g., a kettle pouring into a mug) or via other physical
and/or spatial constraints (e.g., a mirror resting on top of a dresser),
are likely to enhance visual encoding and subsequent detail memory. Action relations per se, therefore, may not be a necessary
condition for object-to-object associative grouping and for descriptive information encoding (see also Gronau & Shachar, 2014).

Reconciling Previous Contradictive Evidence
Apart from investigating visual memory for glimpsed images,
our findings have revealed that when using relative long exposure
durations during encoding (i.e., 2 s), which allowed shifting of
attention between stimuli and an attentional engagement on each
of the objects, contextual information played a rather negligible
role and its influence on memory-recognition rates was effectively
eliminated (see Experiment 1B). This latter result corroborates on
some earlier studies, using relative long exposure durations and
allowing free scanning of a scene, which have demonstrated contextual effects on memory for an item’s “gist” (e.g., its basic level
category), but not for its visual details (e.g., Mandler & Parker,
1976; Mandler & Ritchey, 1977; Mandler & Stein, 1974). Presumably, given sufficient time for processing and encoding each of the
stimuli in the present study, a highly detailed visual representation
was created and maintained (e.g., Brady, Konkle, Alvarez, &
Oliva, 2008, 2013; Castelhano & Henderson, 2005; Hollingworth
& Henderson, 2002; Konkle, Brady, Alvarez, & Oliva, 2010;
Melcher, 2006), regardless of whether objects were encoded as
part of a contextually coherent or an incoherent visual setting. As
articulated by Mandler and Parker (1976), when “information is
encoded and retained from a relatively long inspection of a picture
. . . unless changes in descriptive information violate real-world
knowledge, the accuracy of their recognition may depend primar-
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ily on figurative memory” (pp. 46 – 47). Our findings, therefore,
reveal an important dissociation with regards to memory for visual
detail following long versus very brief exposure durations. Only
under the latter conditions, contextual associations may play an
important and perhaps a critical role in the enhancement of visual
memory representation.
Note, however, that the results of the present study stand in
contrast to several studies using long encoding durations which
have demonstrated improved detail memory for objects that were
inconsistent (or less consistent) with their contextual surrounding,
in comparison with items that were consistent with it (e.g., Friedman, 1979; Goodman, 1980; Pezdek et al., 1989). As noted earlier,
these latter findings have been usually attributed to increased
attentional resources allocated to the former type of stimuli during
encoding, in an attempt to uncover their identity and to resolve
semantic inconsistency. Importantly, the aforementioned studies
have typically used whole scenes or real-world scenarios, with
which an individual object embedded in the scene was either
contextually congruent or incongruent. By using whole scenes, a
rich global context could be clearly defined (e.g., a street), and
specific objects within the scene (e.g., a sofa) were chosen as to
violate the expectations derived by the global surrounding. Consequently, contextually inconsistent objects were likely perceived
by participants as unexpected or highly distinctive with respect to
the more general context.
In the present study, however, the inconsistency of items was
defined by object-to-object relations. That is, unrelated stimulus
pairs were constructed by repairing pairs of contextually associated objects. While the pairs of unrelated objects may have formed
a novel and/or incoherent visual percept (e.g., an apple appearing
above a pair of keys, a gun presented above a jewelry box) such a
percept may have not necessarily violated one’s prior expectations.
It may be the case, then, that only highly unexpected or truly
“bizarre” visual configurations may require excessive processing
resources in order to resolve scene inconsistency and allow an
elaborated encoding (e.g., Einstein, McDaniel, & Lackey, 1989;
Merry, 1980).
In accord with the latter proposal, it was recently suggested that
separate neural mechanisms may account for the effects of schematic (contextually consistent) and novel (inconsistent) information on long-term memory (van Kesteren et al., 2012; see also
Ghosh & Gilboa, 2014; Tse et al., 2007; van Kesteren et al., 2013).
Specifically, while both types of stimuli were proposed to be
efficiently encoded and consolidated, the latter type of objects was
suggested to affect memory only if it involved a clear violation of
expectations. According to van Kesteren and colleagues, assimilating new stimuli within prior (schematic) knowledge, on the one
hand, and resolving a prediction error due to the encounter of a
novel (i.e., contextually inconsistent) object, on the other hand,
both serve as mechanisms for deep encoding and recollection.
While the former mechanism involves mainly prefrontal cortical
regions, the latter mechanism is predominantly subserved by hippocampal and medial temporal lobe regions. Memory performance, accordingly, may be portrayed as a U-function, in which
contextually related as well as highly unrelated (e.g., unexpected
or distinctive) stimuli are optimally encoded and memorized. According to van Kesteren’s model, unfamiliar, or novel stimuli that
do not deviate from their prevailing context (as well as stimuli
which are perceived as only mildly congruent with a certain
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context), do not benefit from enhanced encoding and consolidation
(for a similar approach, see Friedman, 1979).
As mentioned above, it is possible that the contextually unrelated object pairs in the present study were not perceived as
sufficiently “odd” or “unique” in order to form a distinguished
long term memory representation (in which case, however, better
memory performance may have been expected for the contextually
related pairs under the long exposure conditions). Alternatively,
both related (i.e., expected) and unrelated (i.e., unexpected) object
pairs may have benefited from efficient encoding and recognition
under the long presentation durations, each subserved by a different memory encoding mechanism, as suggested by van Kesteren et
al. (2012). The high level of memory performance in the two
conditions may have cancelled out any potential differences between them.
Interestingly, when testing van Kesteren’s model empirically by
creating a spectrum of scene-object congruency levels (e.g., highly
congruent, intermediately congruent, highly incongruent), van
Kesteren et al. (2013) did not obtain a U-function behavioral
pattern of results. Rather, a linear correlation was found between
congruency level and memory performance, with highest memory
recognition rates for strongly congruent stimuli and lowest rates
for strongly incongruent stimuli (van Kesteren et al., 2013). It
appears, then, that the U-function model of schematic memory still
necessitates empirical behavioral support and validation. Undoubtedly, further research is required to investigate the nature of
contextual inconsistency, its influence on novelty perception, and
their joint effects on memory performance.

Contextual Effects Within the Framework of
Object–Object Versus Scene–Object Associative Paradigms
It may be interesting to further inspect the relations between
“classical” scene-object contextual paradigms, and object-toobject contextual paradigms, in an attempt to better understand the
effects of visual context on memory. As implied above, while there
is a general consensus that whole scenes form typical visual
schematic structures, one may question the extent to which a pair
of associated objects form a “schema,” or a contextual setting,
which aids perceptual and mnemonic processes in a similar manner to scenes. We believe that in its core essence, the notion of
“visual context” refers to any prior knowledge that may assist
perceptual, memory-encoding and retrieval processes, whether by
virtue of rich whole scene information or of more parsimonic
object representation. Furthermore, the associated object pairs
utilized in the present study were explicitly positioned and aligned
as to form a veridical scene-like configuration (e.g., a can opener
opening a can, a desk lamp resting on a desk). Although abstracted
from important background visual information (e.g., global spatial
layout, depth, color, etc.), these pairs often depicted a momentary
“event,” or a cluster of items which could be perceived as a
“window” into a larger real world scene. The interactive nature of
the objects in our research resembled item-to-item relations in
every day visual scenarios, and thus, it may have somewhat
attenuated the differences between typical scene-object paradigms
and our object-object contextual paradigm. Clearly, however, there
are still important differences between the two types of paradigms
(several of them already discussed above), which may affect
perceptual and mnemonic processes.
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We believe that the most important difference between scene–
object and object– object contextual paradigms lies in the relatively
elaborated process required for object identification, as well as the
asymmetric nature of the relations between contextual information
and memory-target objects, in the former type of paradigms. As
mentioned earlier, whole scenes typically form a clear contextual
frame, within which an individual object may either be assimilated
or it may stand out as an anomalous item. Importantly, due to the
scene’s complexity, unless a target item is located within the main
focus of visual attention, processing of multiple objects embedded
within the scene typically requires a rather slow, scrutinized process of identification through serial scanning of the display. In
order to judge the contextual status of each item, one presumably
first perceives the general scene theme, and only at a second stage
compares the target’s identity to his or her acquired knowledge.
Indeed, the “gist” of a scene has long been known to be extracted
rapidly (see, e.g., Biederman, 1972; Potter, 1976), on the basis of
global scene features such as spatial layout, depth, and so forth
(e.g., Greene & Oliva, 2009; Hochstein & Ahissar, 2002; Schyns
& Oliva, 1994). Furthermore, serial scanning of individual objects
within the scene may additionally contribute to global scene understanding as it involves a confirmatory process (e.g., in the case
of contextually consistent items) and a dynamic buildup of expectations with respect to additional upcoming items.
In the present study, in contrast, due to the use of a highly
parsimonious display, pairs of associated objects could be easily
grasped and identified in a simultaneous manner, within a brief
visual glance. Critically, however, no single item was defined, a
priori, as a contextual anchor for its counterpart item. Consequently, any potential violation of expectations (e.g., in the unrelated objects condition) has most likely occurred on the level of a
whole object pair (e.g., the combined percept of a gun and a
jewelry box) rather than on an individual object level (e.g., the
perception of a gun, given prior knowledge of a jewelry box). The
apparently symmetric relations between the two objects in our
study may have somewhat weakened the contextual effects, relative to typical scene– object paradigms, since there was no clear
context-target comparison process, nor a dynamic buildup of expectations with regards to the identity of the memory-target item.
It appears, then, that aside from differences in the amount of
contextual information existent at view (e.g., a whole scene vs. an
individual object), an important factor in differentiating scene–
object and object– object associative paradigms is the nature of the
“context-to-target” relations. Had we presented object images in a
serial manner, we may have mimicked, to some extent, the predictive processes characterizing natural scanning of scenes. Thus,
for instance, presenting a pizza cutter (in an upper location),
followed by an image of a pizza (in a lower location), or an ice
cream cone (in a lower location) followed by an ice-cream scoop
(in an upper location), may have created a clearer distinction
between “context” and “target,” allowing a stronger buildup of
expectations with respect to the target identity. Put differently, the
serial presentation may have paralleled the serial shifts of attention
and of eye gaze toward individual items within multiple-object
scenes. Future research may examine this question and further
investigate the influence of contextual consistency factors on visual detail memory within simultaneous versus serial object-toobject paradigms.
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